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Abstract: Due to contemporary communication trends, the amount of multimedia data created and
transferred in 5G networks has reached record levels. Multimedia applications communicate an
enormous quantity of images containing private data that tend to be attacked by cyber-criminals
and later used for illegal reasons. Security must consider and adopt the new and unique features of
5G/6G platforms. Cryptographic procedures, especially secret sharing (SS), with some extraordinary
qualities and capacities, can be conceived to handle confidential data. This paper has developed
a secured (k, k) multiple secret sharing (SKMSS) scheme with Hybrid Optimal SIMON ciphers.
The proposed SKMSS method constructs a set of noised components generated securely based on
performing hash and block ciphers over the secret image itself. The shares are created and safely sent
after encrypting them through the Hybrid Optimal SIMON ciphers based on the noised images. This
is a lightweight cryptography method and helps reduce computation complexity. The hybrid Particle
Swarm Optimization-based Cuckoo Search Optimization Algorithm generates the keys based on
the analysis of the peak signal to noise ratio value of the recovered secret images. In this way, the
quality of the secret image is also preserved even after performing more computations upon securing
the images.

Keywords: multiple secret image sharing; SIMON ciphers; Particle Swarm Optimization; Cuckoo
Search Optimization; Peak Signal to Noise Ratio; metaheuristics

1. Introduction

The volume of multimedia data generated and transmitted these days has reached
an all-time high because of technological advancement and high-speed communication
technologies like 5G/6G [1]. One of the major challenges that must be addressed while
transmitting multimedia data is data security. Security measures including lightweight
cryptography can help to combat multimedia communication security in 5G/6G networks.
Image secret sharing is a procedure that keeps the secret image from being lost or adjusted
at any point when storing and transmitting it. Here, the secret images are shared into
different shares and are called shadows. Only the certified subset of those shadows could
uncover the secret image. An inadequate subset of the shadows cannot construct the secret
image [2,3].

The idea of secret sharing was initially presented by Shamir and Blackley in 1979 [4].
The methodology proposed by Shamir had a polynomial complexity. In Shamir’s (k,
n)-threshold scheme, just a single coefficient of an appropriately picked (k, 1)-degree
polynomial is utilized to program the secret [5,6]. Secret sharing was additionally evolved
to ensure a delicate image by utilizing Naor and Shamir’s visual cryptography (VC)
scheme [7]. At that point, the dynamic (k, n) secret image sharing (PSIS) methods were
introduced, where shadows less than k does not get anything, and k or more shadows
continuously uncover the secret image somewhat; the original picture can be reestablished
losslessly until k = n [4].
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There are two classifications of PSIS methods: visual cryptography-based methods
and polynomial-based methods [8]. Utilizing proficient activities, for example, XOR, offers
these methods the benefits of high performance, lossless secret restoration, support for
general image configurations, and the capacity to share numerous secret images in each run
without pixel expansion. They can thus be of extraordinary use for productive multi-SIS
(MSIS) methods. A few systems do not guarantee a satisfactory degree of randomization,
and the formed arbitrary image is very much connected with secret ones. A productive
(n, n)-MSIS plot utilizing Boolean tasks, hash function, and stream cipher is presented to
handle this issue. This method creates irregular shares with high sensitivity to changes
because of the utilization of two-pass encryption [9,10].

Regardless of the security of secret images accomplished by the previously mentioned
methods, the transmission of irregular images over open channels raises doubt and subse-
quently makes such images subject to security dangers [11]. To avoid data outflow, shared
gradients can be encoded with additively homomorphic encryption (HE). Moreover, a
secure multi-party deep learning structure is additionally recommended by joining ElGa-
mal encryption and Diffie-Hellman key trade [12,13]. Nonetheless, as the fundamental
exploration issues, the security investigation and security characterization of Secret Image
Sharing (SIS) are simply talked about in the vast majority of the previously mentioned
studies [14]. In spite of the fact that the security of Visual Cryptography Scheme (VCS) is
assessed conversely, it is only reasonable for VCS instead of different ISS methods. ISS has
been investigated for a long time and, with the exception of VCS, security examination
techniques and attack models have not yet shown up, so we attempt to consider the issue
in ISS [15].

Existing key sharing techniques, for example, the Diffie hellman algorithm and sym-
metric key exchange method, have been used to address the difficulties of low-performance
scenarios, with low levels of information and high levels of thought. Subsequently, these
calculations were sufficient to overcome and recognize the appropriate key exchange for
clinical images within the communication system. Unique Image key exchange Dion calcu-
lations or techniques for changing and altering images are calculated by different dialog
techniques. In the trading tool, a clear image was used to apply the irregular correction.
Piecesand pixel thickness can be converted to squares in any case. The other option is to
map each element in the clear image to the digital image with some other trademark, as the
key methods are explored. Recording techniques are half-species of different elementary
particles, which are level and diffuse pixel values. The key exchange process is enhanced
with the consideration of Artificial Intelligence (AI). Many different kinds of AI techniques
are available to enable efficient security, such as Grey Wolf Optimization (GWO), Whale
Optimization Algorithm (WOA), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), and Firefly Algo-
rithm (FA). The AI techniques are utilized to select the optimal key parameters of the key
sharing, which empowers the security in multimedia applications. The AI and encryption
operation are a recent trend to enable the security of multimedia applications. This existing
method cannot provide the best encryption standard in multimedia applications.

Hence, in this paper, we have developed a Secure (k, k) Multiple Secret image Sharing
(SKMSS) model with the Hybrid Optimal SIMON (HOS)-ciphers based encryption. The
proposed SKMSS method constructs a set of noised components generated securely based
on performing hash and block ciphers over the secret image itself. The shares are created
and safely sent after encrypting them through the Hybrid Optimal SIMON ciphers based
on the noised images. This is a lightweight cryptography method and helps reduce
computation complexity. The Hybrid Particle Swarm Optimization based Cuckoo Search
Optimization Algorithm (PSO-CS) generates the keys based on the analysis with the Peak
Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) value of the recovered secret images. In this way, the quality
of the secret image is also preserved even after performing more computations taken place
on securing the images.

The organization of the paper is given as follows. Section 2 provides a brief summary
of existing works and Section 3 offers the proposed model. Next, Section 4 explains the
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performance validation and Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Related Works

In communication systems, multimedia applications are most used by users. Thus, the
security of multimedia applications is essential to empower the security of the system. Se-
curity development is an important task in multimedia applications to protect information.
There are various ways to manage security in multimedia applications through encryption
and encryption processes. Some methods are reviewed in this section.

Chen and Chen [16] introduced partial sensitivity different sized symmetric sharing-
recovery algorithm (PDSR) and full sensitivity different sized symmetric sharing-recovery
algorithm (FDSR) methods for sharing diverse-sized secret images. These two methods
utilize a similar function to share the secret images and produce shadows and those
shared shadows are then utilized in restoring the secret images. Li et al. [17] proposed
a multiple image encryption technique dependent on row scanning compressive ghost
imaging, (t, n) threshold secret sharing, and phase recovery in the Fresnel domain. In the
encryption process, the ciphertext matrix was first distinguished utilizing a bucket detector
subsequent to wavelet transform and Arnold transform of the objective image. In view of a
(t, n) threshold secret sharing algorithm, the estimation key utilized in the row scanning
compressive ghost imaging was split and shared into two sets of sub-keys, which were
then rebuilt utilizing two phase-only masks (POM) keys through fixed pixel values.

Meghrajani et al. [18] introduced a computationally effective arithmetic-based multi-
secret image sharing method utilizing the universal share. The binary arithmetic-based
method utilizes the individual value-choosing function, while encoding and deciphering
of secret images upgrades the arbitrariness property of shares and satisfies the threshold
property with a computationally effective strategy. Sardar and Adhikari [19] proposed a
(t, k, n)-Essential Secret Image Sharing (ESIS) design for grayscale images over the finite
field GF(pm), which does not require any preprocessing pace to make the method safe.
However, the method over GF(pm) with pm > 28 was minimally lossy, and the method
works fine, regardless of whether the number of members was more than 255. In particular,
this method over GF(28) was totally lossless and decreased share size, and does not have
drawbacks such as dissimilar size of shadows, connection of sub-shadows, utilization of
derivative polynomials, and so on.

Kabirirad and Eslami [20] demonstrated that (n, n)-secret image sharing methods do
not fulfill the threshold security. For example, with information on (n− 1) or less shares, sig-
nificant data regarding the secret image could be acquired utilizing proficient calculations.
The authors have overcome the security defect by the improved method that produces
pseudorandom shares and do better than the ongoing secure Boolean-based methods in
fewer computations. Wu et al. [21] adopted secret sharing to reversible information hiding
in encrypted images. At that point, an image encryption algorithm utilizing Shamir’s
secret sharing was proposed. At long last, two fundamental techniques utilizing difference
expansion and difference histogram shifting were given, just as certain extensions.

Liu and Yang [22] proposed an adaptable (t, s, k, n) secret image sharing method
with fundamental shadows. In this method, at least k shadows which incorporate, as a
minimum, t basic shadows can progressively reproduce the secret image; whole secret
image can be recreated when all s fundamental shadows are included. This method joins
the two features of secret image sharing as well as scalable secret image sharing through
basic shadows, which was feasible in numerous applications. Liu et al. [23] implemented
three Boolean tasks, bit-level XOR, covering function (COV) (1, 7, 3) from (7, 4) Hamming
code, and COV (2, 8, 4) from (8, 4) abbreviated Hamming code, to suggest three (k, n) PSIS
methods. In these methods, k to n image shadows can decrypt arbitrarily partial pixels on
the whole image and remake the image dynamically.

Shankar et al. [11] proposed a wavelet-based secret image sharing scheme plan to
encoded shadow images utilizing the ideal Homomorphic Encryption (HE) method. At
first, Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) is implemented on the secret image to create
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sub-bands. From this procedure, various shadows are made, encrypted, and decoded
for each shadow. The encoded shadow was retrieved by picking some subset of those ‘n’
shadows that makes them transparent and stack over one another. To improve the shadow
security, each shadow is encrypted and decrypted utilizing the HE method. With regards
to image quality, the new Oppositional based Harmony Search (OHS) algorithm was used
to produce the ideal key.

In [16], the author introduced FDSR and PDSR methods for sharing diverse-sized
secret images. However, they may be affected due to shared shadow randomness. In
author [18] introduced a computationally effective arithmetic-based multi-secret image
sharing method utilizing the universal share. However, it is not suitable for the complex
size of images. In [19], the author proposed an (t, k, n)-ESIS design for grayscale images
over the finite field GF(pm), which does not require any preprocessing pace to make the
method safe. This method fails to achieve an optimal secure sharing scheme. In author [20]
demonstrated that (n, n)-secret image sharing methods do not fulfill the threshold security.
However, they are affected due to consecutive shared shadow randomness and threshold
insufficiency. In [21] the author adopted secret sharing for reversible information hiding in
encrypted images. It achieved the best encryption accuracy, but the random key may be
degrading the performance. In [23] the author implemented three Boolean tasks, bit-level
XOR, COV (1, 7, 3) from (7, 4) Hamming code and COV (2, 8, 4) from (8, 4) abbreviated
Hamming code, to suggest three (k, n) PSIS methods. The author [11] presented a wavelet-
based secret image sharing scheme plan to encode shadow images utilizing the ideal HE
method. However, hamming code is difficult due to the huge size of the images.

3. The Proposed Secret Sharing Scheme

An enormous proportion of images used in many multimedia applications include
private data. This confidential data is tending to be abused by cyber-criminals meant for
illegal reasons, for example, threats, cyber warfare, cyber terrorism, fraud, and identity
stealing. Taking into account such possible threats, the advancement of security plans
appears to be important to ensure valuable information. A few attacks have just shown the
deficiencies and vulnerabilities of the traditional algorithms. Accordingly, novel crypto-
graphic procedures with some extraordinary qualities and capacities should be conceived
to handle this issue. Amid a few possibilities, secret sharing (SS) schemes are viewed as
another solution to overcome the traditional cryptographic algorithms. In an SS system,
members share portions of the secret such that it should meet two criteria: (1) Security:
any unapproved subset of them picks up no data about the secret; (2) Recoverability: any
approved subset of members can restore the secret.

The Block Diagram of the proposed secured (k, k) multiple secret color image-based
sharing (SKMSS) scheme is given in Figure 1. In a (k, k)-secret image sharing scheme, a
secret image is allocated among k parties, so that participation of the considerable number
of shares is required for restoration of the original secret image. Additionally, security is
necessary for these schemes, which expresses that less than n shares must not expose any
data regarding the secret. In multimedia applications, when multiple images are to be
secretly shared, a proficient technique is required to improve performance and security.
Therefore, this paper has developed an efficient secured (k, k) multiple secret color images
based sharing (SKMSS) scheme combined with an optimal encryption strategy.
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Figure 1. The Block Diagram of proposed secured (k, k) multiple secret color image based sharing
(SKMSS) scheme.

In the proposed SKMSS method, ‘k’ number of secret shares is created for ‘k’ multiple
secret images. Initially, a set of noised components are generated according to the number
of secret images. The first noised component is generated with the help of the Hash and
cipher function for the secret images integrated by performing XOR operation. The second
noised component is generated through the Hash and cipher function accompanied by one
circular right shift during the integration of secret images. Likewise, the successive noised
components are generated with the circular right shift increment of two. Similarly, all the
shares are created.

Once all the shares are created, they are encrypted with unique keys generated from
the Hybrid Optimal SIMON cipher based encryption method, where the key is generated
optimally based on maximum PSNR measure with the help of Hybrid Particle Swarm
Optimization based Cuckoo Search Optimization Algorithm (PSO-CS). This enhances
the confidentiality of multimedia images during transmission. At the receiver side, the
encrypted secret shares are received, where the shares are retrieved by the authenticated
users by performing the reverse operation of proposed secret share generation approach.

3.1. SKMSS Based Secret Share Generation Method

Shamir and Blakley proposed a (n, k) secret image sharing approach, which creates ‘k’
shares and is shared to ‘k’ participants, which are recovered by performing simple EX-OR
operations carried out over ‘(n < k)’ shares. In the field of multimedia applications, large
numbers of images with private data are to be handled with low-computational algorithms.
Existing secret sharing schemes are lower complex with simple Boolean operations, but
there exists a lack of security. The proposed secured (k, k) multiple secret color image-based
sharing (SKMSS) scheme overcomes the abovementioned issues with simple procedures.
The proposed SKMSS scheme employs a random matrix generation step involving hash
and block ciphers. Incorporating the cryptographic techniques within the share creation
method increases the image security and improves the sharing capacity by engaging
multiple images simultaneously. Moreover, the proposed share creation algorithm is
detailed in the following section. The flowchart of the share creation algorithm for the
proposed SKMSS method is given in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The Share Creation Flowchart by Proposed SKMSS Method.

The SKMSS based secret share generation algorithm is given in Algorithm 1.
Now, the shares

(
Sh = Sh(1), Sh(2), . . . Sh(K)

)
created are again encrypted by using

a lightweight hybrid optimal SIMON cipher based cryptography method in order to ensure
the secondary level security over shared images.
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3.2. Hybrid Optimal SIMON Cipher (HOS Cipher)

SIMON ciphers are a type of lightweight block ciphers, which are principally expected
to protect the information with minimal computation complexity. In SIMON ciphers, the
encryption and decryption procedures are performed by bitwise AND, bitwise XOR, and
left circular shift on fixed-size blocks of plain data and achieves a block of cipher content for
each input block. The encrypted image ShEnc acquired by SIMON cipher can be explained
by the accompanying equation:

ShEnc = ry
1 , ry

2 , . . . . . . ry
x; x > 1 (8)

where, ry
x is the xth round function of yth block used for encrypting the plain data given

as follows:

r[Bl , Br, t( )] =
(

Br ⊕
[(

bs(1)(Bl) ∧ bs(8)(Bl)
)
⊕ bs(2)(Bl)

]
⊕ t( ), Bl

)
(9)

where, S(◦) represents the appropriate round key and bL, bR are the left-most and right-
most word of a given block. Additionally, bs(n)(Bc) characterizes the bitwise shift function
with n number of rotation count for cth bit, Bc.

Algorithm 1 SKMSS based secret share generation algorithm

Input: secret Images, (N = N1, N2, . . . NK)

Output: shared Images,
(

Sh = Sh(1), Sh(2), . . . Sh(K)

)
Step 1:
Generate Random matrix, (A = A1, A2, . . . AK)
Find key matrix,

(C = Hash [N1 ⊕ N2 ⊕ . . .⊕ NK ]) (1)
Encrypt EX-OR’ed images with key matrix ‘C‘ using Block cipher algorithm to form random
matrix A1 as follows: (

A1 = Cipher(C) [N1 ⊕ N2 ⊕ . . .⊕ NK ]
)

(2)

Perform one circular right shift
Generate random matrix A2 as follows,(

A2 = Cipher(C)
[

N(1)
1 ⊕ N(1)

2 ⊕ . . .⊕ N(1)
k

])
(3)

Increment (circular right shift) = 2
Calculate random matrix A3 as follows,(

A3 = Cipher(C)
[

N(3)
1 ⊕ N(3)

2 ⊕ . . .⊕ N(3)
k

])
(4)

Repeat
Step 2: Store random matrices, A = {A1, A2, . . . AK}
Step 3: Generate shares,

(
Sh = Sh(1), Sh(2), . . . Sh(K)

)
Sh(1) = N1 ⊕ A1 ⊕ A2 ⊕ A3 (5)
Sh(2) = N2 ⊕ A2 ⊕ A3 ⊕ A4 (6)

...
Sh(K) = NK ⊕ AK ⊕ AK−1 ⊕ A1 (7)

Lastly, the decoding of the SIMON cipher is finished by the inverse round function, as
depicted in condition (10):

r−1(Bl , Br, t(◦)) =
(

Br ⊕ Bl ⊕
[
(t1(Br)&t8(Br))⊕ t2(Br)

]
⊕ t(◦)

)
(10)

However, we have upgraded the SIMON cipher in by creating an optimal key that
will preserve the encrypted image quality during its recovery. The security of the proposed
SKMSS scheme is strengthened by employing the hybrid Optimal SIMON Cipher (HOS
cipher), where the ideal key is produced, utilizing a hybrid PSO-CS algorithm.
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PSO-CS Based Hybrid Optimization Algorithm for Key Selection

Hybrid Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm is developed by integrating the Parti-
cle swarm optimization algorithm (PSO) and cuckoo search optimization (CSO) algorithms.
PSO is a population-based optimization algorithm. The algorithm of PSO is initialized
with a gathering of arbitrary particles and subsequently looks for optima by reconsidering
generated solutions. In the search space, every one of the particles are flown and dependent
on the distance from its very own best position and the distance from the best particle of
the swarm, its position is modified. The representation of every particle towards the global
optimum is found using a fitness function that depends on the optimization problem.

Like PSO, Cuckoo search algorithm is a metaheuristic algorithm introduced by the
parasite exercises of the cuckoos carried out for their reproduction. Cuckoos can set out
their eggs in host nests, by copying the external characteristic nature of the host eggs, for
example, color, and spots. In the case that it is found, the host can discard the cuckoo’s
egg away, or dump its nest, building another one somewhere else. In view of this unique
circumstance, three standards are made, to sum up CS, as follows: (1) each cuckoo pick
a home (nest) arbitrarily to lays eggs; (2) the quantity of offered host nests is fixed and
settled with a high quality of eggs that will persist to the following generations; (3) in
the event of a host bird finding the cuckoo egg, it can discard the egg or the nest away,
and make a totally new nest. As in PSO, the best solutions (eggs) are found with the
help of fitness function. The hybrid PSO-CS is developed and employed in the proposed
multimedia image preservation model by taking advantage of both algorithms. Here, the
hybrid PSO-CS algorithm is employed for selecting the optimal keys for the HOS cipher.
Based on high PSNR value as fitness, the optimal keys are derived. Also, the steps involved
in the proposed hybrid PSO-CS are detailed in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Hybrid PSO-CS algorithm

Step 1: Initialize population (Kn, where n = 1, 2, . . . , N)
Step 2: Find fitness of initial population, fitness (Kn) = maxPSNR(Sh)
//maxPSNR(Sh) represents the PSNR value calculated between the original and decrypted
image shares ‘Sh’
Step 3: Based on the fitness values, find the local best particle using

RLB
m (n + 1) =

{
Rm(n) , i f f itness [Rm(n)] > RLB

m (n)
RLB

m (n) , otherwise
(11)

Step 4: Estimate global best particle RGB
m as

RGB
m (n + 1) = Best

(
RGB

m (n)
)

(12)
Step 5: Now, update the position of every particle with the global and local best particles as
follows

T(n+1)
m = T(n)

m + β1 · δ1(RLB
m (n)− Rm(n) + β2 · δ2

(
RLB

m (n)− Rm(n)
)

(13)

Rm(n + 1) = Rm(n) + T(n+1)
m (14)

(where, δ1, δ2 denotes the Random numbers uniformly distributed within range [0, 1] and β1, β2
are the Learning rates governing the population near its best position)
Step 6: Again, find the fitness of updated particles.
Step 7: For next iteration, check and replace the global and local best particles with current best
particles.
Step 8: Generate new solutions (keys) based on levy Flights as

K(n+1)
m = K(n1)

m + γ⊕ Levy (η) (15)
(where, Levy ∼ x = s−η , (1 < η ≤ 3), s symbolizes the step size, and γ > 0 defines the scaling
feature limit of step size)
Step 9: Once again find the fitness of solutions (keys) generated at step 8
Step 10: Compare the best solutions (keys) attained at step 9 (from levy flight) with solutions
attained at step 7 (from PSO)
Step 11: Update the global and local best particles
Step 12: Repeat from step 5 to step 11 till maximum number of iterations
Step 13: Store the best key values and use for HOS cipher based encryption
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During the termination of Hybrid PSO-CS algorithm, ideal keys are generated, which
are used for encrypting the shares.

3.3. SKMSS Based Secret Image Recovery Algorithm

The proposed SKMSS based secret image recovery algorithm is the inverse opera-
tion of the proposed SKMSS-based secret share generation algorithm. At this time, the
encrypted shares are decrypted with appropriate keys by the receiver. After obtaining the
decrypted shares, the receiver performs secret image recovery algorithm to retrieve the
secret images. Moreover, the algorithm for SKMSS based secret image recovery scheme is
given in Algorithm 3:

Algorithm 3 SKMSS based secret image recovery algorithm

Input: Decrypted shared Images,
(

Sh = Sh(1), Sh(2), . . . Sh(K)

)
Output: secret Images, (N = N1, N2, . . . NK)

Step 1: Reproduce the Random matrix, (A = A1, A2, . . . AK) by finding the key matrix ‘C’ as,
C = Hash [N1 ⊕ N2 ⊕ . . .⊕ NK ] (16)

Step 2: Now, the first random matrix A1 is created as follows:(
A1 = Cipher(C) [N1 ⊕ N2 ⊕ . . .⊕ NK ]

)
(17)

Step 3: Similarly, the second random matrix A2 is found by performing one circular left shift to
each of the share individually as follows:(

A2 = Cipher(C)
[

N(1)
1 ⊕ N(1)

2 ⊕ . . .⊕ N(1)
k

])
(18)

Step 4: By the same way, the remaining random matrices are also determined with incrementing
circular left shift twice on each individual shares as(

A3 = Cipher(C)
[

N(3)
1 ⊕ N(3)

2 ⊕ . . .⊕ N(3)
k

])
(19)

Step 5: Final step is to retrieve the secret images with the random matrices, A = {A1, A2, . . . AK}
N1 = Sh(1) ⊕ A1 ⊕ A2 ⊕ A3 (20)
N2 = Sh(2) ⊕ A2 ⊕ A3 ⊕ A4 (21)

...
NK = Sh(K) ⊕ AK ⊕ AK−1 ⊕ A1 (22)

Also, the flowchart of the secret image recovery algorithm of the proposed SKMSS
method is given in Figure 3.

The proposed SKMSS scheme with HOS cipher encryption has advantages such as
lossless secret restoration and low computational complexity without pixel expansion.
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Figure 3. The Flowchart of Secret Image Recovery by Proposed SKMSS Method.

4. Experimental Validation

The results provided in this section were generated using the proposed Secure (k, k)
multiple secret image sharing method with hybrid optimal SIMON cipher model executed
in a machine with the following specification details: CPU Intel® Pentium 1.9 GHz, 64-bit
operating system, Microsoft® Windows 10, 4 GB of RAM. The proposed model is simulated
using MATLAB R2015a tool developed by Math Works (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).
All experiments were done on a standard database comprising more than 200 test images.
Some of the test images selected for proving the efficiency of proposed method are of
‘baboon.bmp’, ‘fruits.bmp’, ‘lenna.bmp’, ‘flowers.bmp’, ‘flower.bmp’, ‘BoatsColor.bmp’,
‘ZeldaColor.bmp’, ‘barbara.bmp’, ‘cablecar.bmp’, and ‘goldhill.bmp’, as shown in Figure 4.
These images are used as secret images and are processed by the proposed multimedia
image security approach.
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Figure 4. The Sample Secret Images.

4.1. Experimental Results

As the proposed scheme secures (k, k) multiple secret images simultaneously, the
results are generated by taking five secret images every time. For this multiple image
secret sharing, all five input secret images are combined with the EX-OR operation and
are then used in generating randomized images, which are further used during the pro-
posed secret haring method. We have analyzed two sets of images. The first set includes
‘baboon.bmp’, ‘fruits.bmp’, ‘lenna.bmp’, ‘flowers.bmp’, and ‘flower.bmp’; also, the second
set of images includes ‘BoatsColor.bmp’, ‘ZeldaColor.bmp’, ‘barbara.bmp’, ‘cablecar.bmp’,
and ‘goldhill.bmp’. The combined image obtained for the first set of images (‘baboon.bmp’,
‘fruits.bmp’, ‘lenna.bmp’, ‘flowers.bmp’, ‘flower.bmp’) is given by Figure 5.

Figure 5. Combined Image.

The combined image is used for creating the shares through the proposed SKMSS
method and the shared results are obtained for two sets of images. The Shared results
obtained are given in Table 1, where the first row is provided with the shared results
obtained for the first set of images (‘baboon.bmp’, ‘fruits.bmp’, ‘lenna.bmp’, ‘flowers.bmp’,
and ‘flower.bmp’) and the second row is comprised of the shared results obtained for
second set images (‘BoatsColor.bmp’, ‘ZeldaColor.bmp’, ‘barbara.bmp’, ‘cablecar.bmp’,
and ‘goldhill.bmp’).
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Table 1. SKMSS-Based Shared Results of Input Secret Images.

Share 1 Share 2 Share 3 Share 4 Share 5

Share 1 Share 2 Share 3 Share 4 Share 5

The image shares are encrypted with the Hybrid Optimal Simon Cipher-based en-
cryption technique and the results obtained for the two sets of images are given in Table 2.
In Table 2, the encrypted image results obtained for the first set of images (‘baboon.bmp’,
‘fruits.bmp’, ‘lenna.bmp’, ‘flowers.bmp’, and ‘flower.bmp’) are given in the first row and
the encrypted image results obtained for second set images (‘BoatsColor.bmp’, ‘Zelda-
Color.bmp’, ‘barbara.bmp’, ‘cablecar.bmp’, and ‘goldhill.bmp’) are provided in second row.

Table 2. Hybrid Optimal Simon Cipher based Encrypted Image Results of Shared Images.

Enc(Share 1) Enc(Share 2) Enc(Share 3) Enc(Share 4) Enc(Share 5)

Enc(Share 1) Enc(Share 2) Enc(Share 3) Enc(Share 4) Enc(Share 5)

The decrypted results of the two sets of images are also provided in Table 3.
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Table 3. HOS Cipher-based Decrypted Image Results.

Dec(Share 1) Dec(Share 2) Dec(Share 3) Dec(Share 4) Dec(Share 5)

Dec(Share 1) Dec(Share 2) Dec(Share 3) Dec(Share 4) Dec(Share 5)

The Decrypted image results obtained for first set images (‘baboon.bmp’, ‘fruits.bmp’,
‘lenna.bmp’, ‘flowers.bmp’, and ‘flower.bmp’) and the decrypted image results obtained
for the second set of images (‘BoatsColor.bmp’, ‘ZeldaColor.bmp’, ‘barbara.bmp’, ‘cable-
car.bmp’, and ‘goldhill.bmp’) are given in first and second rows, respectively.

Finally, the reconstruction of secret images is done with the proposed SKMSS based
reconstruction method and the results generated are provided in Table 4. The reconstructed
images for the two sets of images are given in two rows separately. The results provided in
Table 4 show the better image reconstruction of the original secret images.

Table 4. SKMSS based Reconstructed Image Results.

Rec (Image 1) Rec (Image 2) Rec (Image 3) Rec (Image 4) Rec (Image 5)

Rec (Image 1) Rec (Image 2) Rec (Image 3) Rec (Image 4) Rec (Image 5)

4.2. Performance Analysis

For the performance analysis, we used metrics, such as Peak Signal to Noise Ratio
(PSNR), Mean Square Error (MSE), and Correlation Coefficient (CC).
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Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)

The PSNR metric is used to measure the noise influence towards fidelity, and can be
given as

PSNR = 10 log10

(
2552

MSE

)
(23)

where the value 255 and the term MSE stand for the maximum pixel value and the Mean
Squared Error. Higher PSNR values represent a better image quality of the reconstructed im-
ages.

Mean Square Error (MSE). Mean Square Error (MSE) is the average squared error
difference between the original and reconstructed images, which is given as

MSE =
∑X, Y(I(x, y)− R(x, y))2

X×Y
(24)

where (x, y) denotes the row and column of the image. Also, K1(q, r) and K2(q, r) represent
the original and reconstructed images, respectively. The lower values of MSE represent a
lower difference between the original and reconstructed images, meaning a better quality
of the reconstructed images.

Correlation Coefficient (CC) is defined as the ratio of covariance C(Q, R) to the product
of the standard deviations of original and reconstructed images. Therefore, the Correlation
Coefficient C(Q, R) is derived as follows:

cc =
C(Q, R)

η (Q)× η (R)
(25)

In the above equation, C(Q, R) = ∑T
t=1(qt−q)−(rt−r)

T−1 is the covariance function between
the original and reconstructed images. Also, q and r represents the mean and η (Q)
and η (R) denotes the standard deviations of all pixel values in the original and recon-
structed images.

The performance efficiency of the proposed model is analyzed with PSNR, MSE, and
CC measures obtained between the original and the reconstructed images. The PSNR, MSE,
and CC values computed through the proposed SKMSS method are given in Table 5.

In Table 5, the first column contains the set of k images, and the second column is the
image generated with k shares. The encrypted shares are given in the third column, and
the reconstructed image is given in the fourth column. The PSNR, MSE, and CC values are
also given.

From Table 5, it is noted that the PSNR and MSE values attained for the first set of
k images are better than the second set of images. The maximum PSNR is attained for
‘lenna.bmp’ of 47.0149 and the minimum MSE is 1.2930. Furthermore, the CC values are
0.9998, 0.9998, 0.9997, 0.9999, and 0.9998 for set 1 and 0.998, 0.998, 0.998, 0.999, and 0.999
for set 2 images respectively. The CC values are near to 1, showing a better retrieval of
secret images.
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Table 5. PSNR, MSE, and CC analysis of proposed SKMSS model.

a: PSNR, MSE, and CC Values between Secret and Reconstructed Images (Set 1).

Secret Images Shared Images Encrypted
Shared Images

Reconstructed
Images PSNR MSE CC

46.9986 1.2979 0.9998

47.0056 1.2957 0.9998

47.0149 1.2930 0.9997

47.0045 1.2961 0.9999

46.9937 1.2993 0.9998
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Table 5. Cont.

b: PSNR, MSE and CC Values between Secret and Reconstructed Images (Set 2).

Secret Images Shared Images Encrypted
Shared Images

Reconstructed
Images PSNR MSE CC

46.9133 1.3236 0.998

46.9198 1.3216 0.998

46.9112 1.3242 0.998

46.9165 1.3226 0.999

46.9176 1.3223 0.999

4.3. Comparison (Attacks Applied)

Two types of attacks are applied to the two sets of secret images, namely the Salt &
Pepper noise and Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN). We evaluated the PSNR, MSE,
and CC values between the secret and reconstructed images. The results are shown in
Table 6.
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Table 6. Comparative PSNR, MSE and CC analysis of proposed SKMSS model.

a: PSNR, MSE and CC Values between Secret and Reconstructed Images (set 1) Using the Salt & Pepper Noise

Secret Images Shared Images Encrypted
Shared Images

Reconstructed
Images PSNR MSE CC

47.1384 1.2567 0.9998

47.1288 1.2595 0.9998

47.1530 1.2525 0.9998

47.1339 1.2580 0.9999

47.1401 1.2562 0.9998
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Table 6. Cont.

b: PSNR, MSE and CC Values between Secret and Reconstructed Images (set 2) Using the Salt & Pepper Noise

Secret Images Shared Images Encrypted
Shared Images

Reconstructed
Images PSNR MSE CC

47.0523 1.2819 0.9998

47.0445 1.2842 0.9998

47.0456 1.2839 0.9998

47.0456 1.2839 0.9999

47.0672 1.2775 0.9998

From Table 6, it is clear that the PSNR and MSE values attained for the first set of k
images are better than the second set of images, even after applying the Salt & Pepper noise
to them. Besides, the maximum value of PSNR is achieved by ‘lenna.bmp’ of 47.1530 and
the minimum MSE is 1.2525. In addition, the CC values are 0.9998, 0.9998, 0.9998, 0.9999,
0.9998 for the first set and 0.9998, 0.9998, 0.9998, 0.9999, 0.9998 for the second set of images.
The CC values are also near to 1, showing a better retrieval of secret images even after
applying attacks.

In Table 7, the PSNR, MSE and CC values between secret and reconstructed Images
when AWGN (Additive White Gaussian Noise) is applied.
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Table 7. C mparison of PSNR, MSE and CC values.

a: PSNR, MSE and CC Values between Secret and Reconstructed Images (set 1) Using the Additive White Gaussian
Noise (AWGN)

Secret Images Shared Images Encrypted
Shared Images

Reconstructed
Images PSNR MSE CC

47.0509 1.2823 0.9998

47.0520 1.2820 0.9998

47.0674 1.2774 0.9998

47.0492 1.2828 0.9999

47.0547 1.2812 0.9999
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Table 7. Cont.

b: PSNR, MSE and CC Values between Secret and Reconstructed Images (set 2) Using Additive White Gaussian
Noise (AWGN)

Secret Images Shared Images Encrypted
Shared Images

Reconstructed
Images PSNR MSE CC

46.2393 1.5458 0.9998

46.2371 1.5466 0.9998

46.2563 1.5398 0.9998

46.2206 1.5524 0.9999

46.2366 1.5468 0.9998

Again, from Table 7, it is seen that the PSNR and MSE values attained for the first
set of k images are improved when compared to the second set of images. Likewise, the
maximum PSNR is also attained for ‘lenna.bmp’ of 47.0674, and the minimum MSE is
1.2774. Similarly, the CC values are 0.9998, 0.9998, 0.9998, 0.9999, 0.9999 for set 1 and 0.9998,
0.9998, 0.9998, 0.9999, 0.9998 for set 2 images. Again, the CC values are around 1. This
shows the retrieval of secret images is better even after applying attacks.

5. Conclusions

Data security is one of the primary issues that must be addressed when transmitting
multimedia data in high-speed communication technologies such as 5G/6G. Lightweight
cryptography is one of the security methods that can assist multimedia communication.
This paper presented a secured (k, k) multiple secret color image-based sharing (SKMSS)
scheme with Hybrid Optimal SIMON ciphers. The Hybrid Optimal SIMON ciphers
generate the keys based on hybrid PSO-CS by keeping the fitness as the retrieved image
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quality. The proposed secret sharing scheme employs simple EX-OR operations, and
the encryption strategy involved is also a type of lightweight cryptography. Thus, the
proposed approach provides low computational complexity, lossless secret reconstruction,
and no pixel expansion. The performance of the proposed approach is analyzed in terms
of PSNR, MSE, and CC measures, with and without applying attacks (AWGN and Salt
and pepper noises). Results provide the best PSNR (47.1530) and minimum MSE (1.2525),
and the CC values are close to 1. This shows better image retrieval efficiency with better
PSNR that further represents better image quality after retrieval. In future, the presented
model can be deployed in the real time healthcare environment to assist secure medical
image transmission.
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